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 About Woodend Children’s Centre 

> Provides kindy and occasional care (0-5 years). 

> Used to be farmland, hence the few farm animal 
statues dotted around the space – more 
connections to their farm ‘roots’ are planned and 
will be reflected in their outdoor space. 

> Have worked on development of their outdoor 
space over several years, gaining inspiration 
from a the Mia Mia centre in NSW. 

> The new Director this year is planning some 
additional upgrades to their space, removing the 
fixed equipment station, replacing old pergola 
(allowing tree to grow) and swing frame. 

 



Key types of playing and learning in nature 

Emotional: 

> Connecting with nature and 

natural elements eg playing 

with water/sand/earth 

 

Sensory: 

> Sensory exploration 

> Growing plants for smelling, 

feeling, tasting 

 

 



Key types of playing and learning in nature 

Physical/Motor: 

> Climbing, rolling, twirling, 

balancing, running, 

jumping, leaping, hiding, 

and manipulating natural 

objects 

> Manoeuvring around 

interesting pathways eg 

riding bikes over bumps 

 

 



Key types of playing and learning in nature 

Cognitive: 

> Learning about the 

wonders and secrets of the 

natural world eg observing 

birds & minibeasts, tree ‘life 

cycles’ 

> Creating, constructing, 

inventing and imaginative 

play with loose parts 

(natural materials) 

 



Key types of playing and learning in nature 

Social: 

> Putting on performances 

> Socialising in quiet areas 

> Cooperative use of 

natural objects 

> Small group construction 

projects 

> Sitting/talking together 

> Sharing insights & 

experiences with nature 

 



Woodend Children’s Centre:  

Go and Explore! 

> You have 5 minutes to 

explore and discover 

ways Woodend has 

been able to integrate 

many of these 

elements of nature 

play/interaction and 

learning into their 

playspace. 



Key ‘natural’ design elements used in 

Woodend Children’s Centre’s playspace 

> Natural surfaces 

> Use of natural topography (ie 

the natural surface features of 

terrain) 

> Garden: edible garden, trees, 

plants, bushes 

> Quiet areas (including seating) 

> Natural materials/colours 

> Attraction of wildlife* 

 



Importance of ‘Surfaces’ 

> A variety of natural surfaces with different gradients  

eg slopes/mounds (where possible) provides multiple 

affordances to increase children’s play and sensory 

exploration, develop their movement skills, and 

provide opportunities for sensory exploration, 

discovery & investigation. 

> Different natural surfaces can provide                          

very different atmospheres for play,                      

therefore stimulating varying types of                            

play activities eg mud/ earth,                               

short/long grasses, rocks/stones,                           

leaves. 

 



Woodend Children’s Centre: Surfaces 

Different surfaces included in the space:  

> Hard: hard pavers, rocks (inc stone wall) 

> Soft: soil, sand, grass 

> Textured: leaf litter, bark chips 

> Undulating ground (slight)* 

> Slope (dry creek bed) & hill                              

(mound) – use ‘natural                                

topography’ of space.  
 



Woodend Children’s Centre: Surfaces 

> Rocks/boulders: smooth, rounded ones with 

no sharp edges are the best, last forever and 

have many uses eg seating, climbing, 

jumping off, balancing, sandpit edging.  

> Large ones: provide an instant gathering 

place for small groups like an outdoor 

classroom, or a sitting nook.  

> Small  ones: provide a border for sand or 

earth play, or active science - turn over the 

rocks to see what minibeasts live underneath!  



Woodend Children’s Centre: Surfaces 

> Undulating ground: helps children develop 

their balance (they learn all ground is not flat 

and easy to walk on), and adds challenge to 

movement experiences. Undulations can 

collect puddles on rainy days or squishy areas! 

> Mounds: provide numerous affordances. Give 

child experience of king/queen of the castle; 

enable viewing world from different level; 

crawling for babies; running/climbing for 

heavier work to muscles; a rolling hill or slide 

for vestibular stimulation; a hiding spot; etc. 



Importance of ‘Edible gardens’ 

Help children to:  

> understand the connection between healthy 

eating and nature as our source of food ie 

where food comes from; 

> experience eating fresh vegetables and fruit; 

> engage in process of growing own food 

(vegetables) by gardening, which helps 

strengthen their connection to nature, build 

some fine/gross motor skills and social skills as 

they work together, and stimulates their senses.  



Woodend Children’s Centre: Garden- 

Edible garden  

> Several raised beds for vegetables and herbs 

> Along back fence, some vegies/herbs are 

grown 

> Scarecrows 

 

There is certainly potential                                        

to add more…  



Woodend Children’s Centre: Garden- Trees 

> Provide shade, enabling more comfortable 

outdoor play during warm weather. 

> Great for bird watching. 

> Have a popular climbing tree where children can 

climb to designated level.  

> Have some large deciduous trees providing 

glorious leaf litter by the bucketful! 

> Have a small number of tree stumps                 

and logs used to build balance skills.  



Woodend Children’s Centre: Garden- Bushes 

> Create some perfect hiding 

places!  

> Provide ‘light’ screening so 

children feel they can 

engage in their own play 

without being watched. 

> Fun for squeezing through 

and chasing people around, 

which improves body 

awareness. 



Importance of ‘Quiet areas’ to connect 

with nature  

> Create hideaway spaces for children, allowing them to 

engage in solitary or paired play, take some time out, 

self-calm and reduce stress, observe others at play. 

> Allow interaction with natural environment, encouraging 

a sense of calm & supporting emotional development*. 

> Assist children with self-regulation of alertness levels 

and emotional state. 

> Can stimulate all senses and help children become 

better attuned to their senses. 

 



Woodend Children’s Centre:                

Natural materials and colours 

> Natural materials used for key structures eg 

pergolas, bamboo fencing. Everywhere you look 

there is wood! 

> Natural colours throughout the space, especially 

in Autumn with leaves. Only bright colours are 

from fixed equipment which will be removed.  

> Consider the calming effect of nature’s 

colours and materials when you walk into and 

move around this space…. 

 



Potential for more…. 

> Contact with natural elements & how they interact 

& change is important for learning & development.  
 

Increase connection with basic elements: 

> Air: add windmills, wind socks, chimes. 

> Fire/light: add a sun dial, hang prisms and                  

CDs to reflect light. 

> Earth: add a digging patch/mud play to allow 

digging, mixing, sculpting. 

> Water: Water wall – use pipes and containers 

(link to a rainwater tank/buckets) 

 



Potential for more… 

> Increase features to attract birds & butterflies 

eg bird feeders, butterfly attracting plants 

> Add loose, natural parts for outdoor imaginative 

and construction play where fixed equipment is 

eg tree stumps/cookies, large wooden blocks/ 

planks, branches, bark, pine cones, leaves 

> Den building (eg build Aboriginal cubby such as 

in book, “Tom Tom”) with loose parts around 

trees, or build ‘Sunflower house’ 

> Rose arbour with climbing plants, or tee pees. 



Potential for more… 

> More plantings: tall grasses, more vegetables/ 

herbs, ‘picking’ flowers and sensory plants 

> Add some tyre planters/tyres as loose parts 

> Add some tree cookies (sliced segments of logs) 

to create instant stepping stones, create own 

obstacle course, bug habitats (look 

underneath!), and natural building materials 

> Create a few ‘adventure paths’ with tree 

cookies, planks, dirt, mulch 

 

 



Where to from here? 

> Remember, it’s not necessary to redesign the 

whole outdoor space in order to include 

natural features. It’s ok to add a few natural 

elements at a time, the key is make it 

manageable. 

> Involve children, families and staff in making 

changes to your outdoor playspace to 

increase ownership. 

> Contact: Mel Tripptree, 8301 7283, 

meltri@onkaparinga.sa.gov.au 

 


